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Optimising part quality and cycle time with
conformal cooling
Tests show that conformal cooling improves dimensional accuracy by 80%
and reduces cycle times by 40% for challenging injection-moulded parts.
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Part cooling plays a critical role in the quality and
productivity of plastic injection moulding operations.
After injection, a part must remain in the mould until
the material has solidified sufficiently to remain
stable during ejection and subsequent handling.

For some categories of parts, however, conventional
methods can be insufficient to ensure rapid, even
cooling. This is common in applications where part or tool
geometry precludes the use of straight cooling channels
close to the component surface.

Conventional mould tools include water channels to
accelerate heat removal, reducing dwell times and
therefore minimising the overall cycle time required to
produce a component.

One solution to this challenge is through conformal
cooling. Here advanced tool manufacturing techniques
are used to generate complex cooling channel geometries
that can be routed into inaccessible locations or around
obstructions within the tool, such as ejector pins.

Temperature differences within the component can lead
to differential rates of shrinkage, resulting in surface
defects or geometric distortion.
Manufacturers aim to minimise these undesirable effects
at the component design stage, by creating parts with
even, thin walls, for example, and during tooling design, by
optimising the size and location of cooling channels.

Recent advances in additive and hybrid manufacturing
technologies have reduced the cost of such approaches,
as well as increasing the options available to the tool
designer.

OGM ConformL tooling
Early efforts to adopt conformal cooling approaches required costly and time-consuming tool manufacturing
techniques, using laminated tool designs, for example. More recently, advances in additive manufacturing, such as
Direct Metal Laser Sintering (DMLS) have enabled designers to generate complex geometries in a monolithic part.
Such systems are still limited, however, by low tolerances and poor surface quality, meaning 3D-printed tools
usually require extensive secondary operations prior to production.
To overcome these limitations OGM has adopted a hybrid additive/CNC manufacturing approach that allows the
highly automated production of tools with complex cooling geometry as a “one-hit” process.
In the OGM ConformL system, tools or inserts are built up layer-by-layer in a sintering process, followed
immediately by a CNC machining step that produces the desired geometry and surface finish.
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Regular and Conformal cooling: a side by side
comparison
To evaluate the impact of conformal cooling on a ‘difficult’
part, leading UK injection moulding group OGM teamed
up with the UK based injection moulding optimisation
specialist Plazology recently to conduct a comparative
study of the same component produced in a twin cavity
mould using conventional straight cooling channels for
one core and ConformL channels for the other.
The test part emulates the kind of application found in
instrumentation and other quality-critical applications.
It includes a deep, narrow void, requiring an extremely
slender core within the mould. Ejector pins within the
core preclude the use of alternative strategies to improve
cooling, such as bubblers and baffles. In the test, it was
assumed that the dimensional accuracy of the void within
the part was a primary performance driver.
The Plazology team analysed the performance of the
conventional and conformally-cooled mould inserts using
the Moldex3D simulation system, then verified its findings
with physical mould trials using their in house Krauss
Maffei 1200KN Electric moulding machine.
Heat transfer
The Plazology simulation was set up to mimic part
production using conventional cooling equipment
supplying water at a temperature of 20°C and a pressure
of 5 bar. The heat transfer properties of the simulated
tool were adapted to account for the characteristics of the
3D-printed steel used in the OGM ConformL process.
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‘Conformal cooling’, has been
around for a long time, but it
is rarely used in production
applications
conformal cooling channels was so effective that it led to
a 19°C increase in the temperature of the cooling water.
However, conventional instrumentation measuring water
temperature rise from the water inlets and outlets only
detected a 2-3°C increase in temperature as the water
leaves the mould. This is because as the water leaves the
warmer areas near the component, the steel begins to
reabsorb the heat from the water, making outlet water
readings potentially misleading.
Simulation helps show the true water temperature rise
without needing to install costly probes. As discussed
below, this suggests that further improvements are
possible by optimising the cooling system to suit the
characteristics of the conformal channels.
The improved heat transfer from the mould resulted
in a significant reduction in core temperature. In the
conformally cooled core, the peak temperature of the
core was around 30°C lower than the equivalent point in
the conventionally cooled core.
A major advantage of simulation in the analysis of
mould cooling is the ability to analyse temperatures
and heat flows deep within the tool, beyond the reach
of conventional physical instrumentation. Nevertheless,
the differences in performance between the two cooling
designs were still clear when the teams conducted their
physical tests.

Simulation showing the difference in mould cooling temperatures
during the final machine cycle

The simulation revealed that, under the same moulding
conditions, the conformal cooling channels removed
approximately 160% more heat from the part than the
conventional channels. Indeed, heat transfer into the

Infrared image showing the difference in mould temperature
between conformal cooled part (top) and standard moulding
(bottom)
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Inline Infrared Thermal images of the tool during moulding
matched the simulation predictions of temperature
differences of around 30°C between the conventional and
conformally cooled core.
Cycle time
Further analysis looked at the impact of the cooling
system on part cycle time. Assuming a 90°C heat
deflection temperature (HDT), the temperature at which
the material is deemed safe for ejection from the mould,
the simulation suggested that the conformally-cooled part
would require a cooling time of around 3 seconds. The
conventionally cooled part, by contrast, needed 11 to 15
seconds to reach the same temperature.
Allowing for filling and mould opening, that 10 to 12
second reduction in cooling time resulted in an overall
cycle time improvement of around 40%, falling from 28
seconds for the conventionally cooled part to 17 seconds
with conformal cooling.
Quality
As noted above, dimensional accuracy was considered
a critical performance driver for the part in this test. The
simulation suggested that the relatively large difference
in temperature between the hard-to-cool core and the
cooler cavity of the tool would result in a temperature
gradient across the walls of the part after ejection. This,
in turn, would lead to warpage as the inner and outer
surfaces of the part cooled at different rates.
These predictions were borne out by the physical mould

Simulation showing the differences in the time required to reach
ejection temperatures

trials, with the simulated and actual trial dimensions being
similar. For example, in the mould trial with 10 seconds
of cooling time, parts produced with conventional cooling
exhibited 80% more warpage than conformally cooled
parts. In some tests, this warpage was severe enough
to make removal of the part from the core difficult with
conventionally cooled parts being more likely to exhibit
stress marks from the mould ejection pins.
Optimising for conformal cooling
As noted above, the comparative simulations and
physical tests were conducted using conventional cooling
temperatures and pressures, showing that conformal
cooling has the potential to provide significant quality
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Images show the difference in final part quality between conformal and standard cooling

and cycle time improvements using standard production
equipment.
The analysis also revealed, however, that adapting
processes to suit the specific characteristics of conformal
cooling could provide further improvements. In particular,
the small diameter of the conformal channels within the
core of the test part meant that cooling water was likely
to exhibit laminar rather than turbulent flow.
Turbulence is beneficial in cooling applications since
it significantly improves the rate of heat extraction.
Increasing the supply pressure, and hence the flow rate,
of cooling water in applications with small bore channels
can encourage this desirable turbulence. In addition,
production experience with conformal cooling has
demonstrated the importance of water quality, with care
being required to ensure fine channels are not blocked
by debris or microbial growth.
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Simulation showing the difference in
warping between conformally cooled and
standard part.

By combining OGM’s proprietary
ConformL technology with Plazology’s
expertise in simulation, analysis
and process optimisation, the two
organisations can offer significant
value to any company dealing with
complex, difficult-to-cool injection
moulded component designs.

Conclusion
This analysis provides a clear demonstration of the power
of conformal cooling technology to address cycle time,
part quality challenges and demands for precision high
volume injection moulding.
With the development of highly automated manufacturing
technologies, such as the OGM ConformL approach,
we expect the benefits of conformal cooling to become
accessible to a wider range of users and applications.
Moreover, as familiarity with the technology grows, so
does the potential to optimise production equipment and
manufacturing processes to deliver further improvements
in speed, productivity and dimensional accuracy.
Building on the results of this project, OGM and Plazology
are now working together to help customers solve their
own mould cooling challenges.
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To learn more about how hybrid manufacturing can benefit your business,
contact our Metal Hybrid AM Manager, Marcel Gowers.
T +44 (0)1865 844300
E Marcel.Gowers@ogm.uk.com
W ogm.uk.com

About OGM
As one of the UK’s leading plastic injection moulding companies, our comprehensive range of injection moulding
machines gives us the flexibility to fulfil the diverse scope of our customers’ requirements. Processes we carry out
include conventional injection moulding, 2 and 3 shot moulding, over-moulding, insert moulding and clean room
moulding. We have extensive assembly operations to produce fully assembled and tested parts.
We have many years expertise in integrating injection moulding with robot automation for assembly, quality
control and packing operations. We have experience in processing most thermoplastics. We manufacture a huge
variety of injection moulded parts and assemblies, including housings, aesthetic parts, two-part mouldings, clear
mouldings/lenses, internal technical parts and high-tolerance parts.

